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Grow your
business.

Organically.

New!
The Organic

Crop Sweater
p. 2.



95 Jersey
95% organic Pima cotton, 5% spandex.  
Our most popular fabric. Perfect t-shirt  

weight with a hint of stretch.

French Terry
97% organic Pima cotton, 3%  
spandex. Loungewear comfort  

with a bit of structure.

Tanguis Cotton
100% organic Tanguis cotton.  

Soft and substantial without bulk.

100 Jersey
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Silky soft, slightly lighter  
than our 95 Jersey.

Interlock
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Double knit for a loftier fabric 
with mechanical stretch.

Premium Fabrics

Ponte
53% organic Pima cotton, 38%  

polyester, 9% spandex. Our most  
structured and substantial knit, ideal  

for a sleek, cling-free fit.

A mindful yet uncomplicated  
wardrobe begins with premium,  

earth-friendly materials.  
We develop our fabrics in  
Peru – a country famous  

for some of the world’s best.
Our spring collection on
the pages ahead uses 

these six signature fabrics.

JEWEL NECK 
CARDIGAN

MSRP $79.90 / 
#03883

BOYFRIEND 
CARDIGAN

MSRP $79.90 / 
#03882

CABLE CREW 
SWEATER

MSRP $69.90 / 
#04318
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CROP SWEATER 
MSRP $39.90 / 

#04635

When fashion is  
done right, we can 

all do well. Your small 
business, farmers,  
garment workers, 

and our shared home 
Planet Earth. 

Sustainable, fairly made, 
forever in fashion. 

Together we can change 
the world. Just by 

changing our clothes. 

Wear your values 
on your sleeves

Tanguis Cotton
100% organic Tanguis cotton.  

Soft and substantial  
without bulk.
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The beauty
of bias cut

BIAS CUT DRESS
MSRP $65.90 / 
#04633

In a bias cut garment,  
fabric panels are cut  
diagonally across the  

fabric grain.
The result is a wonderful 
fluidity with a gorgeous 

and graceful drape.  
This lovely understated 

dress in our 
Organic Interlock fabric
spans effortlessly from 

cute to elegant.

Top this dress, or just 
about any other dress or 
top, with our best selling 
versatile Tie Front Shrug. 
100% organic cotton and 
the perfect weight to work 
across multiple seasons.

HALTER DRESS
MSRP $62.90 / #03976

Organic 
Dressing
Fair Indigo’s dresses 

are thoughtfully  
designed, fabulously 

comfortable, and  
meticulously fashioned 
to endure beautifully

as staples in your
sustainable wardrobe.

Interlock
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Double knit for a loftier fabric 
with mechanical stretch.

TIE FRONT SHRUG
MSRP $34.90 / 
#04506
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Exceptional
Organic

Knits

KEYHOLE SHIFT
MSRP $65.90 / 

#04465

BALLET NECK DRESS
MSRP $69.90 / #04632

Our dreamy soft 
Organic Interlock knit
fabric stretches gently
and retains its shape 
beautifully without 
the use of spandex. 
That’s the genius of 

“mechanical stretch.” 
Read more at  
fairindigo.com

Interlock
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Double knit for a loftier fabric 
with mechanical stretch.



FAUX WRAP SKIRT / MSRP $59.90 /# 04508
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FULL SKIRT / MSRP $54.90 / #03805 MAXI SKIRT / MSRP $69.90 / #03810MIDI SKIRT / MSRP $65.90 / #04586

Organic Knit Skirts These timeless pretty skirts slip on in seconds and are
all kinds of comfy in our signature knit Interlock fabric.

Interlock
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Double knit for a loftier fabric 
with mechanical stretch.
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In full swing
MAXI TANK 
DRESS 
MSRP $65.90/ 
#04316

SWING DRESS  
MSPR $55.90 / 

#04507

So easy, cute, just-right 
short, and, yep, swingy.  

Dresses up or down
effortlessly.

Interlock
100% organic Pima  

cotton. Double knit for  
a loftier fabric with  
mechanical stretch.

Easy, 
breezy, 
organic
This minimalist

Forever in Fashion 
style is a sustainable 
wardrobe workhorse. 

Move seamlessly 
from the pool to

the farmers market
to dinner.



SLEEVELESS BOAT NECK DRESS 
MSRP $69.90 / #04315
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Organic 
doesn’t have

 to mean beige

EASY POCKET DRESS  /  
MSRP $69.90 / #04317

Yes, you can choose  

organic and show your  

true colors. All Fair Indigo 

clothing uses Oeko-tex  

certified dyes - the gentlest, 

most earth-friendly

dyes available.

Interlock
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Double knit for a loftier fabric 
with mechanical stretch.

SLEEVELESS 
SQUARE NECK 
DRESS / MSPR 

$69.90 / #03806 
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Ponté Knits:

SLEEVELESS MOCK 
NECK DRESS
MSRP $69.90 / #04477

The most structured 
fabric you’ll find that’s 
still a flexible knit. It’s
ideal for its unique ability
to smooth over bumps, 
creating a sleek and
structured garment.

Ponte
53% cotton, 38% polyester,

9% spandex. Our most structured
and substantial knit, ideal for

a sleek, cling-free fit.

Soft with structure

FULL LEG PANT
MSRP $55.90 / #03983

SLIM LEG PANT
MSRP $55.90 / #04364

PENCIL SKIRT
MSRP $49.90 / #04194



SPLIT NECK DRESS / MSRP $65.90 / #03808

An organic 
outfit in  
seconds.

Just  
$65.90

FAUX WRAP DRESS / MSRP $65.90 / #03977
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BOAT NECK DRESS
MSPR $65.90 / #02611

Interlock
100% organic Pima  

cotton. Double knit for  
a loftier fabric with  
mechanical stretch.



SCOOP  
NECK DRESS 
MSRP $54.90 / 
#03102

Look good.
Feel good.
Do good.

POLO DRESS / 
MSRP $54.90 / #04634

Interlock
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Double knit for a loftier fabric 
with mechanical stretch.
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Fairly made
Too often the concept

of sustainability treats 

human beings as an 

afterthought. We must 

change this. Our skilled 

artisans and operators 

are paid fairly and treated 

like family. A living wage

and supportive work 

environment provide 

the means to a healthy, 

happy life. Our friends like

Viviana deserve no less.

Viviana, Sewing Operator, Lima, Peru



COTTON LEGGINGS
MSRP $39.90 / #04362
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Organic
from head
to toe

SHORT SLEEVE INTERLOCK TEE
MSRP $34.90 / #04502
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ANKLE LENGTH LEGGINGS
MSRP $39.90 / #03982

All-cotton leggings are hard to find (especially organic). 
These earn rave reviews from everyone who slips them on.

Interlock
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Double knit for a loftier fabric 
with mechanical stretch.

INTERLOCK TANK  
MSRP $29.90 / #04500



Knit pants you’ll want to live in

The shape of a  
beautifully tailored  
jacket but as soft  
& comfortable as  
your favorite
sweatshirt..
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SLIM LEG PANT 
MSRP $59.90 / #03108

STRAIGHT LEG PANT 
MSRP $59.90 / #02807
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KNIT BLAZER
MSRP $79.90 / 
#02808

French Terry
97% organic Pima cotton,  
3% spandex. Loungewear  

comfort with a bit  
of structure.



95 Jersey
95% organic Pima cotton,  

5% spandex. Our most popular  
fabric. Perfect t-shirt weight  

with a hint of stretch.

“Seriously the
best shirt I have

ever owned.”
-Tara

“I went back to
Fair Indigo tees

and found that their
quality is unrivaled.”

-Bethane

The Essential Tees
Meet your new favorite tees. The building

blocks of a sustainable wardrobe. Super soft, 
gently shaped, and carefully crafted to endure
beautifully through years of enthusiastic use. 

Spa Blue

White

Black

SCOOP NECK / MSRP $32.90 / #02600
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Copper

Fatigue

Boysenberry

Midnight Navy
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Simply the best

BALLET NECK TEE
MSRP $34.90 / #02604

ELBOW SLEEVE SCOOP NECK TEE
MSRP $36.90 / #04501

Organic Peruvian Pima cotton has no match. Dreamy soft and crafted to last.

BOAT NECK TEE
MSRP $36.90 / #03801

95 Jersey
95% organic Pima cotton,  

5% spandex. Our most popular  
fabric. Perfect t-shirt weight  

with a hint of stretch.

REVERSE NECK 
TANK / MSRP 
$29.90 / 
#03800
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Anything 
but basic
In a world drowning in 

cheap Fast Fashion, our 

garments are crafted

to endure beautifully.

Organic Pima cotton is

unrivaled in softness, 

longevity, and resistance

to pilling and shrinking.

95 Jersey
95% organic Pima cotton,  

5% spandex. Our most popular  
fabric. Perfect t-shirt weight  

with a hint of stretch.

HENLEY TANK / MSRP $34.90 / #04310 EASY TEE / MSRP $34.90 / #04311
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Layers of goodness

Stone
Green

Desert 
Flower

Iron Dark
Ocean

RELAXED KNIT BUTTON DOWN 
MSRP $59.90 / #03101

RELAXED 
V-NECK  

POCKET TEE   
MSRP $32.90 / 

#03300

Forever in fashion layering pieces are made with pure organic Pima cotton. 
Soft but enduring colors are added with Oeko-tex certified dyes. 
The fit is comfortably relaxed without being the least bit sloppy.

Lilac 
Grey

100 Jersey
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Silky soft, slightly lighter  
than our 95 Jersey.



CAP SLEEVE SQUARE NECK TEE
MSRP $36.90 / #03970
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It’s Only Natural
Feel good about what you wear in 
100% organic pima cotton fabric.

SLEEVELESS CUT OUT TOP
MSRP $39.90 / #04471

PETER PAN COLLAR TEE 
MSRP $42.90 / #04312

100% organic Pima cotton.  
Silky soft, slightly lighter  

than our 95 Jersey.

100 Jersey



It’s only  
natural
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TIE SIDE TANK 
MSRP $39.90 / #04504

SLEEVELESS CHEVRON TUNIC 
MSRP $42.90 / #03972

CAP SLEEVE  
POCKET TUNIC  
MSRP $42.90 / 

#04314

 

Our non-GMO organic
cotton is grown on a 
small family farm in the
climactically ideal Ica 
region of Peru. It’s then 
milled and knit in a
GOTS certified mill that’s 
an innovative leader in 
water recycling. Oeko-tex 
certified dyes are gentle  
on the earth. And on you.

100 Jersey
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Silky soft, slightly lighter  
than our 95 Jersey.
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BUTTON TANK 
MSRP $32.90 / 
#04630 Pima  

Perfection
Peruvian Pima cotton 

(ours is organic)
is famous for its
long staple fibers
and silky softness.
It’s also stronger
and much longer

lasting than
typical cotton.

BUTTON SLEEEVE TOP  
MSRP $49.90/ #04580

100 Jersey
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Silky soft, slightly lighter  
than our 95 Jersey.



CHEMISE 
MSRP $52.90 /  

#04592
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Rest Easy
Mix and match our

loungewear separates

to create a soft, 

modern, cozy, and

sustainable

collection for  

your store.
  

LOUNGE TANK  
MSRP $27.90 / #04636 / 

PAJAMA SHORTS
MSRP $34.90 / #04590

INTERLOCK TANK  
MSRP $29.90 / #04500 /

ANKLE LEGGINGS /  
MSRP $39.90 / #03982

RELAXED V-NECK TEE  
MSRP $32.90 / #03300

PAJAMA PANTS  
MSRP $49.90 / 

#04591

Interlock
100% organic Pima cotton.  

Double knit for a loftier fabric 
with mechanical stretch.

In 100% Organic Pima 
cotton jersey

In 100% Organic Pima cotton jersey



Fair Indigo for Men

Fair Indigo men’s all-cotton
tees are  exceptionally soft and 
built to last. Noticeably more  
substantial than those found  

in the market and lightly  
peached to crank up the 
softness without the use
of modal, tencel, or other 

synthetics that are creeping  
into mens knits lately.
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F A I R  T R A D E

www.fa i r ind igo.com

A CONSCIENCE
STYLE WITH 

Organic Pima Cotton

Fair Trade

Designed in Madison, Wisconsin
Made fairly in Medellin, Colombia

Learn more at
www.fairindigo.com

Earth-friendly Dyes

fairindigo.com       800.520.1806 (M-F 8-5 CT)

We can change the world. Just by changing our clothes.

We’re all in this together. 
When fashion is done well, we all prosper. 
Discerning people like you, farmers, garment 
workers, and the earth we all share. 

In a world drowning in disposable clothing, 
we believe sustainable fashion starts with 
quality fabrics and construction that will 
endure for years.

Family Run Farms. All of our cotton is grown on a small-scale farm 
in the Ica region of Peru. We visit the farm; know the farmers.

Earth-friendly
Dyes

Fair Trade

Organic

Family Farm

Our Ingredients

Fair Trade. The knitters and sewers who craft our garments at 
small cooperatives and family businesses are paid fairly and 
treated with respect and dignity. 

Earth-friendly Dyes. Our colors are derived from the gentlest 
dyes we can find. All of them are Oeko-tex certified safe for  
people and the earth.

Organic Cotton. We use pure organic cotton, most of it premium 
Pima organic cotton. 


